
Actv tickets can be purchased from Venezia Unica ticket points, automatic ticket machines, authorized resellers, Actv staff (if so provided) or from www.veneziaunica.it. Browse the map of our authorized resellers at www.actv.it.

YOU CAN EVEN PURCHASE ACTV TICKETS WITH AVM VENEZIA OFFICIAL APP

A quick and easy APP to download, enabling you to buy tickets directly with your smartphone. Once the purchase is done, the ticket is loaded on your smartphone: near the smartphone to the appropriate scanner which reads the QR code that is visible on your screen.

AVM Venezia official APP is downloadable free of charge from both Apple Stores and Google Play.

Presso i punti vendita Venezia Unica puoi trovare anche biglietti per eventi, musei, mostre e teatri // guide e mappe // tour // Venezia Unica // merchandising

At the Venezia Unica ticket points you can also find tickets for events, museums, exhibitions and theaters // guides and maps // tours // Venezia Unica // merchandising

Info call center Hellovenezia +39 0412424 \ www.veneziaunica.it